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Pendants submitted by Tony Rozendaal

Oak pendant turned end grain. Honey Locust pendant with nice figure.



Almond Pens turned by Tony Rozendaal
Tony has a family cousin that raises almonds in California.

Almond Pen
This Almond pen is engraved with Almond blossoms 

and nuts.  The cousin's name is engraved on the other 
side of the pen.



Acorn Box 
Submitted by 

Tony Rozendaal.
This acorn box is turned 
from black walnut and 
sycamore.  (It has already 
been sold on Etsy!)  This 
acorn box is in addition to 
the two boxes Tony 
brought into the March 
meeting.



Bowl with patina by
Ron Zdroik

A nice flamed box elder bowl 
with an undercut opening.  
The finish is a wipe-on poly 
varnish.  The inside of the 
bowl is copper and iron patina 
paint with a few coats of very 
flat varnish.  The legs are 1/4 
steel rod with a rust finish.  
The size is approx. 8” dia. x 6” 
ht.



Vase by
Ron Zdroik

This vase started out as a 
piece of cedar but after 
finishing it, the wood got 
very dark and did not 
look very nice.  I did some 
carving, a lot of acrylic 
paint, and some patina 
paint to achieve a much 
better looking artistic 
turning.  Size is approx. 8” 
dia. x 6” ht.



Two smaller turnings by Ron Zdroik

Black ash and metal leaf with poly 
varnish finish.  Approx 4” dia. x 3” ht.

Spalted maple and metal leaf w/poly 
varnish finish.  Approx. 3” dia x 4” ht.



Money Clip
by Ron Zdroik

This money clip kit is 
from Craft Supply.  
The insert is a nicely 
figured piece of black 
ash with a great fan 
pattern.



Chair submitted by Cecil Parker

Completed Chair
This chair was designed by Jens Quistgaard (1919-2008).  He was 
the designer for Dansk Designs during the mid century.  I saw a 

picture of it and thru research and a lot of eraser; I came up with a 
full size working drawing.



Cecil Parker
First came the joinery.  I used all 12/4 cherry ... lots of thru wedged 
mortise and tenons.  Angles and curved surfaces proved to be a 
challenge but hay!....that's what it's all about.

Turned Legs.  The longer back leg has an angled tenon 
(for the backrest) so a fixture needed to be devised to 
locate the center and drive at the headstock.



Cecil Parker
This is where the legs are fastened to the underside of the seat.  I 
used the athe banjo to hold a vise for carving.  It worked great, the 
right height and easy to adjust for angle of attack. 

With all pieces finished, final assembly began.  I used two part 
epoxy.  And presto - a chair!.. I used barcly wipe on gel poly in a 
satin finish.  If I rightly recal; it was four coats.



Two Bowls turned by Roger Lange
This maple bowl is made with 1/2 inch walnut and 
black & white veneers glued in strips.  The finish is 
Antique Oil.

This bowl is cherry & maple with 4 layers of red veneer 
glued between the maple layers.  It is also finished with 
Antique Oil.



Vase turned by
Roger Lange

The vase is cherry, 
maple, and walnut; 
then maple & cherry 
1/4's glued together 
and then cut at about 
a 5 degree angle.  The 
vase is finished with 
Antique Oil.



Bowl turned by Cecil Parker
Cecil turned this bowl last year as a Wisconsin Woodturner and thought 

the Milwaukee Area Woodturners might enjoy seeing it.
Sawyers refused the log this bowl was turned from but 
it connected with Cecil and sat in his shop for nearly 30 
years.  Note the barb wire embedded in the wood.

The inscription reads: “OLD TREES JUST GROW STRONGER AND RIVERS GROW WILDER EVERYDAY.
OLD PEOPLE JUST GROW LONESOME WAITING FOR SOMEONE TO SAY “HELLO IN THERE ... HELLO”
JOHN PRINE
LINE FENCE WALNUT    CPARKER 019



Basket weave by
Carl Brust

    
This is the second 
item that Carl has 
made in the basket 
illusion style. His wife 
did the pattern 
because his hands 
shake to much.



Cored Bowls by
Carl Brust

I have an old used McNaughton coring 
system That has been sitting  in the shop for 
probably 5? years. I recently got some honey 
locust that was cut the same day. I figured 
now’s the time. The smaller blade worked 
great but the bigger blade was very 
frustrating but I managed. I didn’t make any 
funnels, at least not yet. Two are a little thin 
on the bottom but should be OK if I 
remember. I did mark them as such. Funny 
though the youtube videos On coring said 
don’t try to learn on a wood like honey locust.  
Well that’s what I had. Good learning 
experience and I got 26 bowls instead of 10. 



Work in Process by
Carl Brust

Here are some bowls that I just put 
greenwood sealer on and they 
where drying. Some are the cored 
bowls and other ones are from a 10” 
cherry trunk that I had just got. I 
think the cherry bowls are gonna be 
beautiful. I took 3 bowls ( without 
sealer) along with shavings from 
spalted birch and 2 beers and I am 
attempting to spalt some honey 
locust under a tree in the yard. Only 
one beer was poured on the wood. I 
was thirsty.



Carl Brust
Toothpick Holders
and Ring Holders

I had some small ends and 
corners from bowl blanks and 
they were just big enough to 
make  these ring holders 
(cherry) and toothpick 
holders (cherry and spalted 
birch). The birch, from 
northern Wisconsin,  was 
saved just before it was going 
on the wood splitter.



Club turned by
Chuck McMurry

I made this club to use on the next 
person that told me “We are all in 
this together”.
The club is Elm dyed with India Ink 
and it has solid oak spikes. 
They are inside the club ½” deep. I 
used a dab of epoxy to cement 
them into the club.
It has an over-all length of 12”. 
There are 13 spikes. 12 of them are 
¾” long and the one end spike 1 ½” 
long.



Two bowls turned by Chuck McMurry
Natural Edge Walnut Bowl
I have been looking at this piece of walnut for over 6 years. 
The bark has held on tight, so I thought I would turn an ‘end-grain’ bowl. 
It is 3 ¼” tall and 6 ½” in diameter. The inside depth is 2 ½”.

Elm Bowl
I made this to eat oatmeal out of. It is sanded to 400 but no finish has been 
applied. It is 2 ¾” tall and 6 ¾” in diameter. The inside depth is 2 ¾”



Bowls submitted by Harold Solberg
Japanese Yew  21/2 x 53/4
Low spreading bush with multiple trunks.

Spalted Maple Burl  7 x 7
Bark inclusions, spalted lines and burped heart and sapwood.



Bowl turned by
Harold Solberg
Yellow root burl (from 
Arizona)
Root burl of desert bush.  
Striking yellow to mottled 
rust colors.  Quite rare.  
Legally harvested from a 
dead bush.
75/3 x 67/8



Submission by Jim Stephan
Ginkgo Biloba natural edge vase 10” tall & 4-3/4” Dia.



Goblet by Jim Stephan
Goblet with captive ring. Wood is Hawthorn. 8” tall, 3” diameter.



Bowl by Jim Stephan
Ginkgo Biloba bowl 8” diameter, 2-1/4” tall



Fruit Platter by
Tom Hipsak

Several years ago at one of the Wisconsin 
Woodturners meetings; member Tom 
Murphy brought in some partially turned 
items that a friend gave him.  Tom wasn't 
sure how to go about completing the 
items.  I took them home and it took some 
time to eventully come with the idea of 
this fruit platter.  I believe, but am not sure 
the wood may be a white oak burl.  Not 
having a third piece of the wood for the 
center post; I used another piece of white 
oak I had on hand.  The project may look 
better if the post was ebonized but that is 
a decision I will let Tom Murphy make 
when it is returned to him.



A special thank-you to all club 
members that submitted their 
projects to the Milwaukee Area 
Woodturners May, 2020 gallery.  We 
will do this again for the June gallery 
so continue to send your pictures.


